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1. **Description of the research project**

The thesis aims to demonstrate that mining project’s proponents that comply with the processes of prior consultation and public participation provided by the law, are not entirely safe of social grievances and/or conflicts. There are additional elements and actions to be taken, to avoid social disputes caused by this type of projects.

For reaching such conclusion, the thesis will describe the legal framework of the duty to consult and the environmental assessment process in Canada and Ecuador. It will also analyse four mining projects that have avoided/overcame social disputes, and will identify the practices of those project proponents that have been successful in avoiding conflicts.

The comparison between Canada and Ecuador is justified by the fact that they have produced regulations that set requirements for performing prior consultation and considering public participation before the approval of mining projects. In Canada such regulations are enforced, while in Ecuador they are not, and, despite this, mining activities are being carried on in both countries, with positive and negative social outcomes in both jurisdictions.

2. **Annotated bibliography**

   **SECONDARY SOURCES: BOOKS**


This book describes the most relevant provisions of Ecuadorian law related to mining activities. The topics included in the review are prior consultation, public participation in the Environmental Assessment process and other social requirements, all related to mining activities in Ecuador. The methodology used in the book is a legislation review. It recounts
all relevant provisions and processes that mining companies must follow to operate in Ecuador.

It is useful for the research because it provides all relevant legal provisions in Ecuadorian law regarding duty to consult and public participation processes. It will help in locating the applicable Acts and provisions of Ecuadorian law for the description of the legal framework in Part One of the thesis.


This book summarizes the provisions of the *Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012*¹, a statute that regulates the process of environmental assessment that has to be undertaken prior to the development of a mining project in Canada. It describes, for instance, the types of processes and the public participation expected in each one, as well as particularities of each process. It is made in the form of a legislation review.

This information will be useful for describing the legal framework of the federal environmental assessment process in Part One of the thesis.


A casebook that explains environmental law in Canada. This book describes, through articles and cases, many aspects of environmental law, such as the common law, jurisdiction between federal and provincial governments, the legal regime of parks and natural areas, etc.

It is useful for the research because it includes a complete review and critic of the federal environmental assessment process and the challenges that it faces when integrating the duty

---

¹ *Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, SC 2012 c 19 s 52.*
to consult in this process. This information will be useful for describing the legal framework of these two processes in Part One of the project.


Lambrecht describes in his book the benefits of integrating the environmental assessment process with the duty to consult. He considers that integrating those processes will result in benefits for project proponent, by saving in the decision-making process of the government, and building good relationships with Aboriginal communities affected by the project.

The information of this book will be used to describe the legal framework of the duty to consult and the environmental assessment process, and to describe the integrated processes performed in the mining projects described for Canada.


Newman explores the duty to consult beyond the legal framework set by the Supreme Court in *Haida, Taku River* and *Mikisew Cree*.

He deepens in the characteristics of the duty to consult by rising some of the questions that have not yet been answered by the Court, like the duty to consult in legislative action, which is a right granted by the *United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples*. He criticizes some of the approaches given by the Supreme Court, and deepens in the explanation of others.

---


It is useful because of the description of relevant aspects of the duty to consult, such as the scope, which is an essential part in the description that will be made in Part One of the thesis.


Noble describes eight examples of environmental assessment processes that incorporated elements of the duty to consult, before seeking approval for the development of the proposed projects. He encourages to the project proponents to engage as early as possible with local communities and Aboriginal peoples, because they will most likely build good relationships with Aboriginal peoples.

This book will be one of the most relevant guides for describing the mining projects in Part two of the research. It contains information of the projects, names of the proponents, actions taken and outcomes.


This study made in the early 2000’s describes four mining projects in North America, and exposes the way how Impact and Benefit Agreements [IBAs] were negotiated between the proponents and Aboriginal peoples in those projects. One of the main conclusions is that negotiating this type of agreements could help to overcome social disputes.

This book is the starting point for describing the actions that project proponents can take beyond the law. The examples given by Saleem will help to explain how some of the described projects in Canada and Ecuador have negotiated similar agreements with Aboriginal peoples.

SECONDARY SOURCES: ARTICLES

This article is divided in two parts. The first one is a description of the principles of the duty to consult outlined in *Haida*, *Taku River* and *Mikisew Cree*. The second part relates to the legitimization of Aboriginal peoples to sign IBAs and the nature of such agreements, which are to be considered of private nature, and report mutual benefits to the parties. These contracts are used to obtain a social license.

The content of this article is useful for describing the elements engaged by project proponents beyond the law, as they are not prescribed by any regulation. This will support the ideas to be explained in Part Three of the thesis.


Knox & Isaac describe the duty to consult principles outlined in *Haida* and *Taku River*. They use a doctrinal review methodology for explaining some of the most relevant features of the principles outlined by the Supreme Court in these cases. They deepen in the description of the principle set in *Taku River* about the possibility to undertake consultation in the environmental assessment process.

This article will help in describing the legal framework of the duty to consult in Canada, in Part One of the thesis.

This is one of the few articles written in Ecuador about mining law. This article addresses the concept of “social license to operate” this is, a consent of Indigenous peoples to allow mining activities in their traditional lands. He describes the involvement that communities normally have in mining projects in South America and explores the outcomes of prior consultation in countries like Peru and Chile.

This book will be useful for describing the background and idiosyncrasy of some Indigenous peoples in South America. This information will be considered in the description of the mining projects in Ecuador, in Part Two of the research.

- Prno, Jason & Scott Slocombe, “Exploring the origins of ‘social license to operate’ in the mining sector: Perspectives from governance and sustainability theories” (2012) 37:3 Resources Policy 346.

The authors explain the meaning of the social license to operate, describing it as an implicit approval of the communities affected by a mining project, without grievances or disputes. One of the conclusions that the authors reach is that such license is obtained normally after the community and the project proponent agree on economic benefits and share of profits from the mining activities.

These ideas will be used and described in Part Two of the research, when describing the mining projects in Canada, as well as in Part Three, to identify the elements to be considered beyond the law.

- Prno, Jason, “An analysis of factors leading to the establishment of a social licence to operate in the mining industry” (2013) 38:4 Resources Policy 577.

Continuing with the study of the concept “social license to operate”, in this article the author explores the five main factors that lead to the granting, or not, of social license. These five factors are inferred after analyzing the social relationships of four mining
projects around the world (Alaska, Canada, Peru and Papua New Guinea). The most relevant conclusion is that economic benefits to local communities is perhaps the most relevant factor that leads to the granting of the social license to operate.

The information in this article will be useful to explain the concept of the social license to operate in Part Three of the thesis, while describing the most relevant elements to be considered by mining companies beyond the law.


This article describes the importance of integrating “traditional knowledge” in the early planning stages of projects. The authors encourage project proponents to develop their projects in a joint effort with Aboriginal communities because the knowledge they have about their lands and ecosystems could potentially benefit the final design and operation of the project, and could minimize environmental and social impacts.

The concept of traditional knowledge will be analyzed and incorporated in Part One of the thesis, when describing the environmental assessment process, and will be referred to in Part two, when describing the mining projects for Canada.

SECONDARY SOURCES: REPORTS


This is a report that analyzes three major projects: one non-metallic mining project, one metallic mining project and one pipeline project across Canada. The analysis leads to the conclusion that early engagement with Aboriginal communities is essential in building a
good relationship between project proponents and Aboriginal peoples. This early engagement could be beneficial if it considers the concerns of the community and addresses them properly.

This information will reinforce the legal framework description of the duty to consult and the environmental assessment for Canada, which will be described in Part One of the thesis.


This document describes the overall status and achievements accomplished by Canadian Lundin Gold Inc., owner and operator of the most relevant mining project in Ecuador at the moment (Fruta del Norte) in 2015-2016. This report includes sustainability practices, engagement with the community and milestones reached in the project on those years. There is a section of the report which describes some of the agreements made with the community affected by the project, and additional projects executed with local communities, such as the construction of infrastructure, etc.

This is a very relevant document for the research, as it provides information about the project and actions taken that have put this project under way without any grievance from the Indigenous communities. This information will be useful for the description to be made in Part Two of the thesis.

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

ELYSA DARLING

December 8, 2017
My LLM research focuses on the access to justice issues faced by Indigenous women experiencing domestic violence. My research supports the Social Sciences Humanities and Research Council funded Domestic Violence and Access to Justice Within and Across Multiple Legal Systems Project. The Project aims to address four questions: what are the access to justice problems that arise in domestic violence cases within and/or across the civil, family, child protection, immigration and social welfare systems?; how do these problems differ depending on the substantive laws, policies, justice system services, legal processes and practices across different jurisdictions?; how do these problems differ according to the social location of the victims, perpetrators and other family members?; and what insights do the findings provide for systemic reform? More specifically, my research will address these questions in the context of Indigenous communities by examining the unique legal and socio-economic issues Indigenous women face and how these issues shape their experiences with domestic violence and the justice system.

These questions will be answered by combining doctrinal legal research methods with qualitative interviews in four jurisdictions across Canada: Prince George, Lethbridge, Saskatoon, and Toronto. My qualitative research will be focused in Lethbridge, due to its rural location and substantial Indigenous population.

**LEGISLATION**

*Child, Youth and Family Enhancement Act, RSA 2000, c C-12.*

*Constitution Act, 1867, 30 & 31 Vict, c 3.*

*Criminal Code, RSV 1985, c C-46.*

*Family Homes on Reserves and Matrimonial Interests or Rights Act, SC 2013, c 20.*

*Family Law Act, SA 2003, c F-4.5.*
Indian Act, RSC 1985, c I-5.

Protection Against Family Violence Act, RSA 2000, c P-27.

Protection Against Family Violence Regulation, Alta Reg 80/1999.

JURISPRUDENCE

Bradfield v Brydges, 2016 BCSC 189 (CanLII).


Droit de la famille-162829, 2016 QCCS 5685 (CanLII).

McMurter v Mcmurter, 2016 ONSC 1225 (CanLII).


Poitras v Khan, 2016 SKQB 346 (CanLII).

SECONDARY MATERIALS: MONOGRAPHS

Bopp, Michael; Judie Bopp & Phil Lane jr. Aboriginal Domestic Violence in Canada (Ottawa: Aboriginal Healing Foundation, 2003).

This cross-Canada study reviewed the existing research and program literature on Indigenous domestic violence and abuse more generally. It also includes a comprehensive review of Indigenous approaches to healing from the impacts of trauma and abuse, and an in-depth consultation and analysis process with selected practitioners and experts. It provides a substantive overview of domestic violence in aboriginal communities by assessing the root causes of domestic violence, the determinants of it occurring, the responses to date, and a framework that addresses the complexity of family violence in aboriginal communities. This study and its recommendations will allow me to understand how prevalent domestic violence is and how the experiences of indigenous peoples vary from non-indigenous peoples. The review of current responses and programs will be helpful in determining if non-legal solutions are more effective in
deterring intimate partner violence. Though the Aboriginal Healing Foundation, the commissioner of the report, is no longer in existence, the Foundation’s approach to holistic-problem solving will be helpful in determining the non-legal methods that can contribute to a solution.


This Report, prepared for the Canadian Bar Association’s Access to Justice Committee, developed a community-consultation framework that allowed the Committee to proceed with interviews in an ethical and respectful manner by being inclusive and culturally respectful. The Committee partnered with community based organizations and legal aid offices to conduct thirteen community consultations in Calgary, Saskatoon, Toronto, Montreal and the Maritimes. The interviewees were low-income adults and youth, racialized groups, single mothers and people with disabilities. The excerpts from the interviews will be used to illustrate how domestic violence victims and Indigenous women struggle to obtain justice, and how their notions of justice are not always aligned with the legal system’s notion of justice. The Committee’s aim is to identify a conceptual framework of access to justice that places litigants and their experiences at the centre, which aligns with my approach in determining the best resolutions for Indigenous women experiencing domestic violence.

Dready, Kimberly. “Moving Toward Safety: Responding to Family Violence In Aboriginal and Northern Communities of Labrador” (Provincial Association Against Family Violence, 2002).


Linklater works with Indigenous healthcare practitioners to provide an overview of Indigenous notions of wellness and wholistic health, critiques of psychiatry and psychiatric diagnoses, and Indigenous approaches to helping people through trauma, depression and experiences of parallel and multiple realities. In comparing Western and Indigenous approaches to trauma, Linklater provides practical methods for those working with traumatized people to identify and address their colonial roots by adopting tools to work with Indigenous peoples in a culturally sensitive way. This method will assist us in developing our research questions in an ethical and sensitive matter, considering the trauma experienced by some of our subjects.


The interviews in this book were originally done in support of the *Report of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba*, vol I, *The Justice System and Aboriginal People*. This book provides the stories of the twenty-six women included in the original report and expands upon the criminal justice context, considering how the Canadian justice system and indigenous traditions may contribute to a solution to the pervasive violence. The interviews were structured in an open-ended format that aimed to heal and empower the victims of domestic violence. The data itself is
outdated and likely unsuitable given that new legislation has been passed in Manitoba dealing with domestic violence. However, the interviews are useful in assessing the effectiveness of the questions asked and the data obtained from the open-ended interview format. This will provide us with a helpful starting point when constructing our own questions. Further, the grievances of the women interviewed may still be relevant due to the inapplicability of provincial legislation and domestic violence provisions of FHRMIRA on reserve. This approach is a useful contrast to the study on socio-economic ‘risk markers’ by Brownridge in his article “Male Partner Violence Against Aboriginal Women in Canada: An Empirical Analysis”, as it considers the individual experience of each woman.


This collection of essays provides a full account of Canada’s approach to domestic violence in both the civil and criminal systems, with detailed summaries and critiques of the different court structures implemented across the country. Though the data relied upon is dated (published in 2008), the review of the specialized courts provides an in-depth overview as to how these court structures operated and the purpose of their varying structures. Specifically, the chapter focusing on Alberta will be particularly useful given the scope of our jurisdictional focus in Lethbridge. This chapter discusses some of the Alberta-specific challenges that the HomeFront and specialized domestic violence courts are dealing with. This information is helpful in determining whether or not the existing provincial structures are operating successfully, and what, if anything could be done to assist indigenous women in this context.

SECONDARY MATERIALS: ARTICLES


The author sets out to determine, through an empirical analysis of several ‘risk markers’ (substance abuse, common-law living, et cetera) why indigenous women are more likely than non-indigenous women in Canada to experience intimate partner violence. The study concludes that the risk markers are not only accurate, but that indigenous women possess a greater representation of these risk markers which means they have a higher likelihood of experiencing violence. Though this article is dated (published in 2003), these risk markers are representative of the difficult socioeconomic challenges of indigenous communities. Thus, these markers are likely still relevant and will contribute to a better understanding of the root causes of domestic violence for my thesis. The methodological approach taken can be critiqued for its failure to account for the individual experience of these women, and how their experiences have been shaped by colonial and patriarchal power imbalances.


This chapter reviews the civil legislation enacted by Alberta, Saskatchewan and Winnipeg aimed at increasing access to civil remedies for domestic violence victims. It discusses the legislation dealing with protection orders, the usage rates of these remedies, and how these varying systems may help explain the divergence in usage that have been observed across the
Prairie provinces. The authors are academics that specialize in domestic violence. Though their review does not specialize in Indigenous communities, it does provide an opinion that emergency protection orders apply on reserve. This chapter provides me with an overview of how the legislation in Alberta functions, and a counter-argument to my constitutional analysis.


Farrow is a legal academic focusing on legal process and dispute resolution. This article summarizes the findings of a major study he led over an eight-month period in which ninety-nine people were interviewed in public locations in Toronto, Brampton and Mississauga to determine their views on the legal system. Farrow’s article touches on the traditional access to justice conceptual framework that primarily focuses on access to courts and tribunals. He argues that attempts to fix the access to justice problem have been unsuccessful because they have failed to address the issue from the perspective of those facing it. Farrow’s position on this aligns with my research’s focus on the ways in which government tries to increase Indigenous communities’ access to justice, while failing to realize that this may not be what the community desires.


This article reviews the FHRMIRA legislation and provides possible post-separation outcomes that may arise due to this legislation, arguing that these outcomes are no different than the historical challenges Indigenous women have faced in seeking protection. The author uses the ruling in Tsilqot’in to argue that the interjurisdictional immunity doctrine is no longer available as a method of thwarting provincial law on reserve. Written in 2016, this argument is now out of date as recent case law in British Columbia has held that Tsilqot’in’s limiting of the IJI doctrine is only applicable in cases of aboriginal title. MacTaggart’s article will be used to address this counter-argument in my IJI analysis. This article has been used to source many of the reports and articles I have relied on in discussing matrimonial real property and the federal legislation.


Mosher’s article analyzes how access to justice must speak meaningfully to the circumstances of women experiencing domestic violence because of the heightened barriers they experience in accessing the justice system. Mosher identifies three inter-related phenomena that contribute to these difficulties: understanding of domestic violence as incident-based; failure to restrict men’s strategic use of legal systems to further their power; and the complexity and confusion that arises when women are required to navigate multiple and opposing legal systems. Mosher argues that to deal with these phenomena we need to conceptualize access to justice as placing women’s safety and well being at the centre. Mosher is one of the co-investigators of the Project my LLM is apart of. Her work in this area is distinct from the academic discourse that
conceptualizes access to justice from the viewpoint of vulnerable or marginalized peoples because of its focus on how the justice system perpetuates the violence women experience at the hands of their partners.

Poon, J; M. Dawson & M Morton, “Factors increasing the likelihood of dual and sole charging of women for intimate partner violence” (2012) 20:12 Violence Against Women 1447.


Turpel examines the colonial legal structure imposed upon Indigenous peoples in Canada through two Supreme Court of Canada cases: Derrickson v Derrickson and Paul v Paul. Both cases are examined in my thesis chapter dealing with matrimonial real property on reserve. Turpel’s analysis of the case not only argues the legal ramifications of the decisions for Indigenous people on reserve, but she also situates these legal ramifications within the broader, colonial and patriarchal context that Indigenous women exist in. In doing so, she demonstrates that the violence experienced by Indigenous women, their vulnerable socio-economic standing and their inability to access meaningful forms of justice are inter-connected. This article lays the foundation for my analysis of the law on matrimonial real property on reserve and its effects on domestic violence victims.


OTHER MATERIALS
Darling, Elysa. “Landlords, Tenants, and Domestic Violence: The Family Homes on Reserves
This post reviews the *Family Homes on Reserves and Matrimonial Rights or Interests Act* and its implications for protection orders. The post is part of a larger series dealing with landlords, tenants and domestic violence written by Jennifer Koshan and Jonnette Watson-Hamilton that now make up an ebook resource. As the chapter in my thesis deals directly with these issues, much of the research and conclusions that I rely on originate in this post. I will refer to it to ensure that I give credit to the original analysis.


The Women’s Issues and Gender Equality Directorate of the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (INAC) commissioned this report in 2002, prior to the enactment of the federal on reserve matrimonial property legislation. The report provides an overview of the issues and challenges in dealings with matrimonial real property on reserve. This report will help me better understand what the government considered the central issues that the legislation needed to address. Further, it may prove useful in ascertaining the intent behind the domestic violence provisions, and how the government envisioned these provisions applying. This source will be a useful contribution to my review of Hansard evidence, parliamentary transcripts and consultative reports leading up to the enactment of the *Family Homes on Reserves and Matrimonial Interests or Rights Act* legislation.

enacting Matrimonial Real Property Laws under the Family Homes on Reserves and Matrimonial Interests or Rights Act (Curve Lake, Centre of Excellence for Matrimonial Real Property, 2017).

This report was commissioned by the Centre of Excellence for Matrimonial Real Property (COEMRP), the national NGO tasked with assisting First Nations communities in implementing matrimonial real property laws under the Family Homes on Reserves and Matrimonial Interests or Rights Act. The COEMRP requested that the report review the law-making and implementation experiences of those First Nations who have enacted matrimonial real property laws and to meet with their community members involved in the drafting, ratification and implementation of those laws. The report summarizes each area with a ‘lessons learned’ and ‘best practices’ assessment. The Report is useful because it is the most thorough review of First Nations’ first-hand accounts to how they’ve engaged with the legislation. It indicates that the Nations who have chosen to enact laws under the FHRMIRA are struggling, and that this is likely indicative of a broader problem. Most importantly, it identifies the frustrations of several communities that are unable to access emergency protection orders due to the provincial and territorial government’s failure to designate judges. It notes that emergency protection orders and exclusive occupation orders under FHRMIRA have not been used on any reserve. This is the most up to date and relevant information on the FHRMIRA legislation and is the only source of first-hand feedback on the legislation following its enactment that I have been able to locate.


HomeFront Society for the Prevention of Domestic Violence, Building a Comprehensive


Native Women’s Association of Canada (NWAC) project “You Are Not Alone” online:<https://www.nwac.ca/policy-areas/violence-prevention-and-safety/you-are-not-alone/>.

Neilson, Linda. “Enhancing Civil Protection in Domestic Violence Cases: Cross-Canada Checkup (Fredericton: Muriel McQueen Ferguson Centre for Family Violence Research, 2015).

Neilson reviews the civil remedies available in cases of domestic violence across Canada and connects conclusions drawn from her research on domestic violence to case law and statutes. Neilson reviews the principles behind civil protection remedies. The considerations in granting emergency protection orders, restraining orders and exclusive occupation orders are reviewed. Despite the thoroughness of Neilson’s approach, there is almost nothing on the enforceability of civil legislation on reserve, except for brief mentions of the Family Homes on Reserves or Matrimonial Rights or Interests Act. The Report also acknowledges that First Nations have continuing problems with authority to offer and enforce some types of remedies on First Nations reserves. This source provides significant insight into provincial legislation and the processes that it creates. It provides further proof that Indigenous women’s experience on reserve are different than women who live off reserve, and has not yet been sufficiently analyzed.

CETA to the rescue:
As the fate of NAFTA is up in the air, could a national cap-and-trade system benefit Canada in light of the coming into force of CETA and its investment provisions?

BY

ADRIANA DA SILVA BELLINI

DECEMBER 8, 2017
Summary of Research Project

Examining the legal and policy components of the fight against climate change implicates economic, social, political, technological, and environmental considerations. International trade and investment agreements affect the ability to carry out climate policies locally, and they amplify the influence that a country’s climate policies may have on one another. Recent international trade news such as the intended renegotiation, termination or abandonment by the United States of trade agreements, such as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP), and the recent coming into force of the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) between Canada and European Union, will have an unprecedented impact on Canada. These trade agreements all include investment protection provisions and Investor-State Dispute Settlement mechanisms. These mechanisms permit investors and private companies to sue host governments for violation of these investor protection standards. Indeed, domestic regulatory autonomy may be threatened by these provisions, and as such, they may affect a country’s ability to implement climate friendly policies and emission reduction measures.

The potential for harmonizing and linking climate policies both within Canada and abroad has become increasingly important recently for two reasons. First, the Paris Agreement came into force in November 2016, and a substantial number of countries have included market mechanisms in their domestic plans to contribute to climate change mitigation efforts.1 Second, the federal government’s Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change2 requires all jurisdictions to set a price on carbon by 2018. Existing provincial climate policies include carbon taxes, levies, and emissions trading through cap-and-trade schemes. Such decentralized policies lead to uneven carbon prices across the country, and emissions reductions are not occurring where they would be achieved most efficiently and at the lowest possible cost.

As such, this research proposes to examine the intersection of the Investment provisions in CETA, and the potential for a Canadian carbon market, as a way to address the increasingly urgent problem of global warming caused by anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases.

---

2 Canada: Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change: Canada’s Plan to Address Climate Change and Grow the Economy (2016).
Climate Change Law and Policy

Monographs


This is the most recently published book that includes a thorough presentation of the Paris Agreement, and also the first to refer to the impact of the recent American election, both of which are relevant to my research. The authors Daniel Bodansky and Jutta Brunnée are very well known and respected in academia and have abundant literature in international climate change law. Their tone is neutral and explanatory. As such, their writing was often included in mandatory class readings by several professors I have had both at the University of Calgary and Dalhousie University. This book includes a general overview of the international climate change regime, namely the UNFCCC, the Kyoto Protocol, the Paris Agreement, as well as a section discussing the relationship between climate change and trade through the WTO. Research on these topics is necessary for me to gain sufficient general knowledge and background information to serve as the basis of my paper. The currency and reliability of this secondary source make it particularly useful. Lastly, the book addresses the conflict between unilateral and multilateral measures in matters of international climate change law, which is an issue I will need to address and keep in perspective throughout my paper.


This book presents good general overview of the international environmental law regime as it applies to climate change. It is however somewhat out-dated as it was published prior to start of the Kyoto compliance periods, and prior to the drafting of the Paris Agreement. Chapter 5 is particularly relevant to my research paper as it addresses the role of international trade and its impact on the climate change regime, along with its potential to motive action on climate change, through an analysis of the developments within the
While the book does not focus the discussion directly on investment law itself, understanding the relationship between trade and the climate change regime generally, from the perspective of a specialist in international climate change law, is important to allow me to build the necessary foundation of knowledge required to effectively carry out my research. The author is a Canadian law professor at Dalhousie University. He was my professor for the international climate change law class I took, and as a professor he always used a neutral approach and tone, and exposed multiple sides of an issue. However, as a climate change law professor, his ultimate goal of mitigating climate change and reducing emissions of GHG, rather than benefit trade, must not be overlooked.

Durrant, Nicola. *Legal Responses to Climate Change* (Sydney: Federation Press, 2010).


*Journals and Articles*


*Other*


Cameron, Anna & Trevor McLeod. “Patchwork Pollution Solution: Stitching Together a Canadian Climate Plan” (July 2015) Calgary: Canada West Foundation, Centre for Natural Resources Policy. (repeated)


**Constitutional Authority over GHG emissions**

*Journals and Articles*


This is the most recent article on the topic of constitutional authority over GHG emissions that I have come across in my research so far. It is very detailed and very comprehensive. In my view, it carries substantial authority as the author’s previous writing on this topic was often referenced, and the article credits several known professors with review and comments. Due to its recency, it is the only scholarly article on this topic that addresses the federal government’s intention to put in place a PanCanadian price on carbon, as well as the post-Paris Agreement context, which considers Canada’s emission reduction targets under this Agreement (Canada’s NDC). The article is quite lengthy, and as such it presents an overview of the applicable science, Canada’s place within the international climate change regime (namely, the UNFCCC, Kyoto, and Paris) as well as a brief summary of each provinces climate policies. It considers the different policy options
available to the federal government regarding GHG emissions, and provides a comprehensive analysis of the legal and constitutional authority to carry out these options through five federal powers: spending power, POGG (emergency and national concern branches), declaratory power, criminal law power, taxation power, and trade and commerce. The analysis of the last federal power is particularly relevant to my research topic. The author makes clear that this article is presented as a legal analysis, and is based on applicable case law, rather than a political or a policy discussion. This is particularly interesting, as I must remain conscious of the risks that have been brought to my attention about steering my research into an overwhelmingly policy-oriented discussion. The article is also not intended to state a preference or make a recommendation as to whether provincial policies or federal policies are better or more efficient, just that there is ample constitutional authority for the federal legislature to enact the necessary laws to address GHG emissions. Lastly, the author does not argue against provincial authority, strictly that Parliament does have sufficient authority. As such, the tone is quite neutral.


**Emissions Trading and Carbon Pricing**

**Monographs**


This book provides an in-depth discussion of emissions trading schemes, the different models and the applicable legal framework. It also includes several chapters discussing the European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme and the underlying legal regime.


This book contains several chapters by different authors that are of use to my research as a detailed breakdown of carbon trading within the international climate change regime. Indeed, there are numerous chapters discussing the International market-based mechanisms developed through the Kyoto Protocol to address climate change, the nature of the legal ownership of carbon units, as well as case studies of specific domestic policies, such as the European Emissions Trading System. Chapter 4 specifically evaluates the implications of trade and investment on carbon trading for sustainable development. This chapter also looks at the relationship between international economic regimes and emission reductions. As the authors differ for each chapter, the legal frameworks and perspectives used to present the issues are quite varied and include regulatory, judicial, as well as economic and market design. Lastly, the texts are very detailed and the language used is quite technical and complex, as such, I may require more basic reading on certain topics before being able to fully utilize this source.


**Journals and Articles**


This article presents a comparison of trading systems in Alberta, Québec and New Zealand, their operation, effectiveness and linkage potential. Through such a comparative analysis, the particularities of each system are exposed and their impact demonstrated in a more practical and applicable manner. As a law professor, the author’s discussion focuses on the legislative and regulatory framework, and the effect of such design features on actual emission reductions. Furthermore, the author concludes with an indication of which framework and features are superior in his view. This source will be useful to my research paper in many regards, namely in understanding the elements of carbon trading law and policy as well as the specific considerations relating to Canada necessary for the first part of my discussion. The detailed references will also be of great value.


This source presents a brief practical overview of the benefits and limitations to having a national carbon price in Canada, whether through federal policy, linkage or informal coordination of provincial policies. It addresses the relevant considerations and the pros and cons of each policy option: centralized federal policy, and decentralized interprovincial approach. The author discusses the importance of harmonization, and whether similar emission reduction targets between provinces is a necessary prerequisite for cooperation to be effective. The author also raises several interesting points that I had not considered on the effects of linking the carbon policies of a province like Alberta with Québec and California’s cap-and-trade systems, or linking carbon tax policies with cap-and-trade regime. While it is somewhat out-dated because the federal government has just recently imposed a carbon price requirement that will take effect in 2018, the benefits of the policy and the considerations and implications of it remain relevant. It is important to keep in mind that this source presents a policy analysis, and not at all a legal one. However, the ideas are relevant and the political context must inevitably be kept in mind with issues such as climate change. The bibliography contained a lot of overlap with the sources I had already gathered, therefore the few I had not yet come across were valuable additions to ensure I am appropriately covering my bases.


This article presents a brief overview of considerations and recommendations for emerging carbon markets based on an evaluation of the European Union Emissions Trading
Scheme. The relevance of this article is due to the fact that the evaluation is more recent and is therefore conducted within the setting of the Paris Agreement. However, the tone and the depth of the content make this article seem like it is not intended to address a more technical or academic legal audience. Nonetheless, it will still be useful in the first steps of my research when determining the basic considerations that will be relevant throughout my paper.


Government Publication


University of Calgary Thesis Archive

Vaiciulis, Rolandas. Linking Emissions Trading Schemes with the European Union (LLM Thesis, University of Calgary Faculty of Law and Faculty of Graduate Studies, 2013).

Yam, Josephine Victoria. Commodity or Currency: How Carbon Credits Should be Traded To Achieve Environmental Integrity in Linked Cap-and-Trade Schemes (LLM Thesis, University of Calgary Faculty of Law and Faculty of Graduate Studies, 2016).

Other


**Climate Change and International Trade**

*Monographs*


(repeated)

Particularly of interest: chapter 11 by Andrew Green “Trade Rules, Dispute Settlement, and Barriers to Regional Climate Cooperation.”

This book looks to counter the idea that trade laws are detrimental to climate change mitigation policies, and even argues that they can reinforce each other. This book, along with the article by Anatole Boute, holds an opinion opposite to most other sources. This is essential for my research paper, as I must understand the different sides of each argument. One of the authors, Andrew Green, is a law professor at the University of Toronto and has several publications discussing the intersection between trade law and climate change. The book includes a presentation of several topics that remain foreign to me for now, but that I will need to understand in order have a complete picture of the discipline of international trade. These topics include Environmental Goods and Services and increasing their trade (Doha Agreement), the role of the Council for Trade in Services in Special Session, and the Committee on Trade and Environment in Special Session. This book also includes an extensive discussion of unilateral actions and multilateral solutions relating to climate change and trade. This is an interesting addition to the sources I have gathered on this topic as it analyses the impact of unilateral and multilateral action from the trade perspective rather than simply the environmental perspective as most of my other sources do.


While this book contains numerous discussions of topics that are relevant to my research, the range of topics is more impressive than the depth and extent of the analysis of each topic. The fact that the chapters in this book are written by different authors that also appear in other scholarly works in my bibliography reinforces the reliability of this source. Of these topics, one that is particularly interesting for my research is Jacob Werksman’s analysis of the interaction between the WTO rules and the rules that govern emissions trading systems (chapter 7). The author is an international lawyer who is now principal advisor to the Directorate General for Climate Action of the European Commission. He has also contributed to articles in my bibliography regarding climate change and international investment rules. It would seem therefore that his contribution and insight would be quite valuable.

Other chapters (namely 5 and 8) discuss the relationship between the Kyoto Protocol and international trade and investment law. These chapters present the issues in the Kyoto Protocol that affect trade and that may be incompatible with the WTO and other trade agreements such as NAFTA and the European Union, as well as market regulations and the interaction between Kyoto’s Clean Development Mechanism and the Multilateral Agreement on Investment, namely with regards to the investors and recipients of CDM projects.
As the book was published in 2001, though the Kyoto rules regarding the functioning of the Protocol and its market mechanisms for addressing climate change had mostly been established, the first compliance period only started in 2008. Therefore, the discussion is somewhat hypothetical rather than based on actual practical outcome. This was also published before EU ETS, which was put in place in order to comply with Kyoto commitments beginning in 2008. It remains a good start to my research as it addresses international investment regimes rather than simply trade rules like several of my other sources.


This chapter discusses the “linkages between the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the World Trade Organization”, issues such as carbon leakage and competitiveness as well as potential ways the two organizations can cooperate and benefit from one another. This chapter may turn out to be slightly out-dated in certain regards considering, namely, that the Kyoto Protocol is no longer in effect. However, both the UNFCCC and the WTO remain important institutional players today and are both directly relevant to my major research paper. The chapter sets a good foundation for understanding the relation between the two institutions as well as between trade and climate change more generally.


This book begins with an overview of international legal instruments governing international environmental law generally, (such as CITES, the Basel Convention and the Montreal Protocol) which is important to understand as it provides insight into the development of the current legal regime for addressing climate change. One particularity of this book is that it discusses the implications of the top-down and bottom-up approaches to climate change and trade (part 3, chapter 6). This presents a very interesting perspective due to the fact that the difference between the two relevant international climate change agreements that has caused so much debate, and the reason the Paris Agreement was so ground breaking, is indeed that Kyoto was a top-down regime and Paris is a bottom up regime. As this new approach in Paris had a huge impact on the reach and universality of this new agreement, is it therefore quite relevant to understanding how this implicates the trade part of this analysis. The book also includes a chapter that focuses on regional trade agreements and climate change (chapter 7) by exposing the effects that regionalism has had on multilateralism, the decreased popularity of multilateral and international agreements, and the use of regional trade agreements to promote climate change mitigation. This analysis is extremely insightful following the recommendations I received from Professor Hubert on my research proposal.

Sources developed and published through the World Bank have always been quite reliable as basic sources of information and statistics in research with international components. This source discusses a variety of topics that are relevant for the basic knowledge required for conducting my research, such as how climate change measures affect competitiveness, the implication of carbon leakage, the relationship between Kyoto and WTO, as well as the liberalization of trade in clean energy technologies. However, the discussion overall are quite short a present the issues quite briefly, as each topic discussed in just a few pages. Also, this source is not directly a legal analysis, it is a discussion encompassing economic and legal perspectives – lots of empirical evidence and charts and numbers and statistics, which may be interesting to look at current numbers should I realize that they are of value to my own research.

Journals and Articles


University of Calgary Thesis Archive

Dagne, Teshager Worku. Trade and Environment in the WTO: The Status of Unilateral Trade Measures Taken for Environmental Purposes (LLM Thesis, University of Calgary Faculty of Law and Faculty of Graduate Studies, 2008).

Other


Thomas, Kevin & Brittany Stares. “Is Canadian trade association lobbying aligned with Canada’s Paris Agreement commitments?” Briefing Note (2017) Vancouver: Shareholder Association for Research & Education.
Climate Change and International Investment

Monographs


Journals and Articles


This article discusses the investor protections found in investment treaties that are relevant to the issue of climate change, and references relevant arbitral tribunal decisions as well as NAFTA provisions. The presentation of the fair and equitable treatment standard and the principle of investor’s legitimate expectations in the context of climate change regulation is particularly relevant to my research paper. The author is a law professor and presents sound justified arguments. The detail and extensive references to scholarly articles, arbitration decisions and treaty provisions, as well as the fact that Nigel Bankes is credited as the reviewer of this article, all indicate that this article is quite reliable.

The author presents an interesting perspective on the relationship between international investment protection law and climate change mitigation, as well as the role the Kyoto Protocol could play as an interpretive tool in investor-state disputes. While the author’s intention is to demonstrate that international investment law can be utilized to benefit climate change mitigation as an “ally of environmental and development policies” (p.336), both sides of the argument are laid out in the article. The author even addresses the possibility of investor’s claiming a violation of the fair and equitable treatment standard in the face of emission caps or limitations, because they had a legitimate expectation that they would be able to continue emitting carbon dioxide. This is also particularly relevant for my research paper. However, throughout the article the author seems to focus on investments in developing countries and countries with economies in transition, especially in the context of low carbon investments in energy projects, which is not quite the main focus of my research paper.


Other


**International Trade and Investment Law**

**Monographs**


This book provides an in-depth presentation of the basic concepts of international trade. It is used as the textbook for the International Trade Law class at the University of Calgary and therefore is very comprehensive and has a neutral and explanatory tone. The authors also present and critique both sides of the arguments discussed. This source will serve to establish the basis of the knowledge on international trade and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) required for my major research paper. Chapter 17 entitled “Trade and the environment” lays out the relationship between international trade law and environmental standards and addresses issues such a competitiveness and climate change
through both GATT and the NAFTA. Furthermore, this secondary source also includes a chapter entitled “Trade and Investment” (chapter 15) presenting a general overview of international investment concepts such as foreign direct investment, the Multilateral Agreement on Investment, bilateral investment treaties, as well as the investment provisions and associated jurisprudential issues included in free trade agreements like chapter 11 of NAFTA (investor-state dispute settlement).

Journals and Articles


Other


CETA

Monographs


Journals and Articles


Other


The Global Affairs Canada website is the first source for learning about CETA and understanding its text and functioning, which are essential for the second and third parts of my research paper. It doubles as both a primary source and a secondary source as it includes the official text of the Agreement, along with highlights, summaries, and commentary on each chapter along with timelines of the main events and benchmarks of the negotiation and drafting process.

As this is a government website, the intent is not only to educate and make the information available to the population, but also to promote the agreement and its benefits in order to boost approval. As such, there are no real criticisms or potential downsides addressed, but a lot of praise for the outcome and achievements related to the agreement. While this must indeed be kept in mind, this website presents a reliable source as the first place to look to get a clear picture of the agreement’s content and the government of Canada’s intentions and objectives related to CETA. It may also be insightful to compare some of the content with the equivalent European Union site (below). The manner in which they present the agreement and discuss its highlights and accomplishments may provide insight into how it will play out in the future and whether the priorities differ.


**Multilateralism, Bilateralism and Unilateralism**

**Monographs**


*Journals and Articles*
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Redefining the Provincial Role in Federal Undertakings

BY
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The purpose of this research project is to determine what the provincial government’s role in an interjurisdictional projects entails. As established in Coastal First Nations v British Columbia, the province has a constitutional authority to conduct its own environmental study and attach conditions related to provincial authority that go beyond those imposed by the federal government in its approval of a project. Furthermore, provinces have a constitutional duty to fulfill its obligations to consult and accommodate potentially affected First Nations before issuing provincial approvals and permits required for projects like Trans Mountain pipeline. In light of these two factors, my research intends to explore whether the provincial and federal government owe a joint duty to consult or whether their obligations are separate. Should the duty to consult remain unitary, the question this paper will seek to further explore is whether a province has the ability to deem federal consultation inadequate.


Lucas and Thompson propose joint review panels for the environmental assessment of interjurisdictional pipelines. They state, that formalizing the participation process of provinces at the beginning of projects, would help avoid this decision gap. The current framework the authors outline requires the NEB to cooperate with provinces only when the provinces have jurisdiction regarding environmental and aboriginal matters. Lucas and Thompson therefore call for a statutory amendment to formalize the process of provinces.

This article is pertinent to my research as I intend to further explore the decision gap which Lucas and Thompson identified. The evaluation of the constitutional basis of the federal and provincial jurisdiction is also key to my review process.


This article provides the reform suggestions from the 2016 Federal Environmental Assessment Summit. One of the primary objectives of the necessity for reform is to create a new environmental assessment framework that would gain public trust and confidence in decisions. The panel noted that by trying to streamline the process, they have in fact intensified social, political and legal conflicts around interprovincial projects. Furthermore, in order for the Federal Government to uphold its constitutional duty to Indigenous peoples there must be a shift in the way the Federal Government reviews and makes decisions regarding the environmental impact of projects. Although there were several suggestions made, including shifting from a project specific impact assessment to a regional impact assessment which would include sustainability, one specific reform will be of interest to my research paper. The committee stated that although it may be a Federal assessment, all stakeholders ought to be equally involved. This would include provinces, municipalities,
Indigenous communities, NGO’s and experts. They stated that by taking a broad joint approach, a sense of ownership would be established and understanding of current issues. They say that this would result in less litigation and resistance to the project as a whole. The criticism of the regulatory process will be insightful in determining the provincial role for my project.


Brenda Powell wrote this article with input from professor Alastair Lucas. Powell provides an analysis of the constitutionality of the substitution and equivalency approach that is currently being permitted by the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012. Equivalency agreements are used in interprovincial projects whereby environment is a shared jurisdiction thus requiring an assessment under both the provincial and federal regulatory regime. Powell advocates for the abandonment of the substitution process. She emphasis that need for greater cooperation in circumstances where there is shared jurisdiction rather than substitution. This article was written before the Coastal First Nations decision was released and therefore it will be utilized with this in mind. Powell although disagreeing with the equivalency agreements, strongly advocates for the federal role in the assessments. She continually states throughout her research that the federal government has significant responsibilities that should not be relinquished. This article helps provide context to the criticism of the CEAA 2012 which eventually led to the Summit in 2016.

4) Bruce McIvor & Kate Gunn. “Stepping Into Canada’s Shoes: Tsilhqot’in, Grassy Narrows and the Division of Powers” (2016) 67 University of New Brunswick Law Journal 146-166

Bruce McIvor and Kate Gunn provide an in-depth analysis of the recent Supreme Court decisions Tsilhqot’in and Grassy Narrows. The authors start by providing a historical overview of section 91(24). They present a timeline of case law which begins to show the slow removal of the exclusive federal jurisdiction over Aboriginal rights. Furthermore, towards the end of the analysis they explore the potential implications of increased provincial power which stems from the Supreme Court’s denial of interjurisdictional immunity protection to Aboriginal rights. They discuss the fact that Provinces are more closely tied to resource development, and face significant pressure from communities which affect their ability to hold up the honor of the crown. The authors disagree with the Supreme Courts rational in disallowing interjurisdictional immunity. They argue that Provinces do not have the ability to appropriately or adequately justify infringements against First Nations communities. This article provides insight to the implications of interjurisdictional immunity.


Dwight Newman’s book is cited in almost every Aboriginal law scholarship. He appears to be the leading scholar in this area. The book provides an excellent overview of the duty to consult, and provides the appropriate case law which developed the duty to consult. This book will be used in my major research paper to provide a black letter law overview of the duty to consult. One issue with this book, is that it is from 2014 and therefore is not
comprehensive. Newman’s book has been criticized for taking a black letter approach to the area of consultation, and not taking into consideration other socio-economic factors. This will be taken into account when using Newman’s book to provide an overview of the development of the duty to consult. This book also provides the historical development of the fiduciary duty owed to Indigenous peoples, which will provide context to my research.


This article provides an excellent overview of UNDRIP as well as an understanding of how this principle will fit into the resource development industry. Nosek begins her analysis with Tsilhqot’in Nation v British Columbia. The author explains that UNDRIP is slowly developing in the shadow of Tsilhqot’in. Nosek uses the Northern Gateway pipeline as a case study. This draws numerous parallels with my research topic. The author uses the case study to demonstrate the inadequacy of the environmental assessment process. Despite challenges from First Nations, the Federal Government approved the pipeline. Subsequently, many cases were brought by First Nations communities against the Federal Government. Nosek therefore comments on how it is imperative to re-imagine First Nations role in decision making for natural resource projects. Nosek advocates in light of this, for UNDRIP to be fully implemented in Canada. This article will be extremely useful to my research as UNDRIP will be a focus point for all resource development in the near future.


Janna Promislow provides a critique of each chapter in Newman’s most recent book. She critiques the book by stating, that he started with a theoretical approach to the duty to consult, but then appears to have abandoned this framework. She concludes that by abandoning the framework he was not able to discuss the issues surrounding the duty to consult within a broader picture. She critiques Newman by saying that he has completely missed the central issues that have been created by the indivisibility of the crown. As he missed this concept, she notes that he did not evaluate the dynamic relationships of the municipal, provincial and federal levels of government for the purposes of the duty to consult. This article is useful to my research as it appears to echo the views of many other scholars in the field. It will aid me in providing my own critique to evaluate whether he is discussing these doctrines through an academic lens or through a “law in action” as Promislow puts it. It also provides context to the approach Newman takes in his book.


This article was written in June 2017 following the British Columbia NDP government’s comment that they were going to use ‘every tool in their toolbox to stop the pipeline’. The article provides an overview of what the authors think the possible ‘tools’ the B.C government has. The authors emphasize that the Province of British Columbia has a
constitutional authority to conduct its own environmental assessments and has the ability to impose conditions on a federal undertaking that go beyond the conditions attached by the federal government (Coastal First Nations v British Columbia). Further, the Province has a constitutional obligation to fulfill its duty to consult and accommodate affected First Nations before issuing their project approvals. The Province cannot authorize unjustifiable infringements. This article is very pertinent to my project as it shows what the Province has the ability to do. Although, when reading this article, it is important to keep in mind the political background as the writing is very politically charged.


Gailus and Bresser provide an overview of section 91(24) which gives the Federal government exclusive jurisdiction over “Indians and Lands reserved for the Indians.” They begin with an explanation of the constitutional responsibilities owed by the Federal government, and then discuss the implications of the way the courts have applied interjurisdictional immunity. The authors primary argument is that the federal government is relinquishing its constitutional responsibilities. The paper conducts a thorough analysis of Grassy Narrows and Tsilhqot’in. Through their analysis of these two cases they conclude that the Federal government supported the Provinces submissions that the federal jurisdiction under section 91(24) is very limited. The authors conclude that this essentially means that the section 91(24) reference only pertains to exclusive federal jurisdiction over reserves lands. This article will be used to grapple with the concept of exclusive federal jurisdiction over Indigenous affairs.


This report was created by the British Columbia Environmental Assessment Office (EAO) along with the Major Projects Management Office (MPMO) or Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) for the Trans Mountain pipeline. The report sets out how collectively, the province and federal government will approach Aboriginal consultation and accommodation. The report is of particular importance to my project as it explains how the province must retain its authority over consultation within its jurisdiction even though the approach taken to consultation is a joint approach. This report helps to understand the very significant case of Coastal First Nations v British Columbia. Furthermore, it provides insight to the environmental assessment process for interprovincial projects and how that relates to the consultation process.


In this article, Kent McNeil discusses the historical development of the Crown. He presents a timeline of cases which aid in determining whether the crown is divisible or indivisible. McNeil evaluates the division of the crown from the standpoint of, whether it helps protect or infringe aboriginal rights. McNeil criticizes Chief Justice McLachlin’s decision in Grassy Narrows First Nation, where she concluded that “the crown includes all government power”.

5
McNeil argues that this has no place within our federalist system. He further criticizes the courts in deciding too much in favor of provincial resource development. McNeil states that the invocation of the unitary crown works against Indigenous groups and further diminishes their rights. This article will be of value to my research, as McNeil’s criticism of the unitary crown in *Grassy Narrows First Nations*, and *Tsilhqot’in Nation v British Columbia* will aid in the understanding of the division of powers in relation to provincial and federal jurisdiction over interprovincial pipelines and the consultation of the Indigenous groups.


Kent McNeil provides an in depth analysis of *Tsilhqot’in Nation v British Columbia*. This article is different from some of the other one’s because he is focusing on the constitutional implications of the case. He pokes holes in the Supreme Court’s judgment, and provides insight to what the implications of the lack of clarifying multiple legal concepts in the judgment means for the application of law. McNeil states that he thinks the Court went too far in *Tsilhqot’in* to grant the application of provincial laws to Aboriginal rights. Rather, he concludes a preferable approach would have been to allow provinces to regulate resources through regulatory schemes for environmental protection purposes but not for expropriation purposes of natural resources. McNeil’s article is helpful to my research as it is approaching the provincial role from a perspective that revolves around the protection of Aboriginal rights.


Kerry Wilkins conducts a very extensive review of the supporting evidence that the courts used to rationalized their decisions in *Tsilhqot’in and Grassy Narrows*. She concludes that the evidence presented by the court is extremely unconvincing. The article rebuts each ground that the court decided on. Wilkins provides an analysis of the law before and after *Tsilhqot’in* which aids my research in clarifying the role of interjurisdictional immunity. This article provides an excellent foundational definition for interjurisdictional immunity which will be my starting point for future analysis. Wilkins states the doctrinal consequences of the denial of interjurisdictional immunity for section 91(24). She provides two explanations for the Courts interpretation of section 91(24). She says that either Aboriginal rights were never within the core of section 91(24) which would mean abandoning an entire line of jurisprudence stemming from *Delgamuukw*. The other alternative proposed is that Aboriginal rights ceased to be within the core federal jurisdiction in 1982 because section 35 took effect. The debate Wilkins provides is essential to my research topic in understanding the current state of law surrounding jurisdiction and Aboriginal rights.


Bankes writes his analysis of the implications of *Tsilhqot’in* and *Grassy Narrows* both from the perspectives of the resource developers but also from the point of view of the First Nations communities who wish to engage with the developers. Bankes devotes an entire
section in his paper to the application of federalist principles applied both pre and post 
*Tsilhqot'in* to Aboriginal title. Bankes highlights three obligations that arose from *Grassy Narrows*: the province must inform themselves of the impact of the project, communicate the results of the assessment to the First Nation community, and deal with First Nations in good faith when addressing their concerns within their jurisdiction. Bankes notes that this raises a separate and independent duty to consult and accommodate. This point made by Bankes is extremely useful to understanding the provincial role.


Axman and Lee-Anderson provide insight to the *Coastal First Nations v British Columbia (Environment)* decision handed down in January 2016, and the impacts of the decision on the resource development industry. The authors emphasize the need to look at the provincial-federal agreement in question. The impacts of the agreement differ on a case by case basis, depending on the nature of the impact on the provincial interests. The authors discuss that the court’s decision may reignite the debate regarding separate decision making processes, in interprovincial projects when one province is more disadvantaged than others. The authors further state, that they interpreted the court’s decision to mean that the province could have fulfilled its duty to consult without having to carry out all of the procedural requirements. This article is written by two practicing lawyers at McCarthy Tetrault, and provides a starting point to understand application of *Coastal First Nations*. The Trans Mountain project has an equivalency agreement with the NEB. It is similar to the one the Northern Gateway had. The points raised in this article will be important for me to evaluate in my research, as there are parallels being drawn with the Trans Mountain and federalism.
THE APPLICATION OF THE POLLUTER PAYS PRINCIPLE IN THE
ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION OF THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY IN
NIGERIA.

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY (WORK-IN-PROGRESS)

Compiled by:

Sally Onuorah
This annotated bibliography is a summary of some of the secondary sources that will guide my LL.M major research paper titled “The Application of the Polluter Pays Principle in the Environmental Regulation of the Oil and Gas Industry in Nigeria.” As a work in progress, this submission does not represent an exhaustive bibliography of academic literature relevant to the topic of my research paper. For the purposes of submission, fifteen secondary sources are annotated.

The research question under consideration is to what extent does the Nigerian law apply the polluter pays principle? In answering my research question, I plan to employ the doctrinal and literature review methods.

SECONDARY MATERIALS: ARTICLES


The author is a lecturer with the faculty of law at the Niger -Delta University, Nigeria. His research interest is centered on Environmental law and policy.

This article is one of the most comprehensive and recent article that provides a thorough and insightful view of the effects and implementation of polluter pays principle in Nigeria. For instance, the article summarizes the important role of command and control regulations and market based instruments in ensuring the effective implementation of the principle to achieve sustainable development and protection of the environment. The author also identifies and addresses contentious questions that emerges in the application of the principle in oil spill incidents especially cases of vandalism and sabotage. The author argues that as a result of the lack of enforcement of various Nigerian environmental laws embodying the principle and inadequacies in regulatory bodies tasked with such functions, the application of the principle to oil related environmental damage is ineffective. The author proposes different possible ways in which the efficient application of the liability principle of polluter pays in Nigeria can be achieved for a successful apportionment of environmental liability, remediation of environmental damage, prevention and control of oil pollution.
The authors intended audience is likely the Nigerian policy makers and legal environmental scholars.

This article will contribute greatly in the writing of my major paper, as it is focuses squarely on the application of the polluter pays principle in Nigeria. In particular the author’s analysis of the use of the regulatory and market based instruments in ensuring the effective implementation of the principle in practice and his discussion of the application of the principle where there are contending questions on the cause of a spill such as vandalism and sabotage is central to the thesis of my paper.


The author wrote this article as a researcher at the school of taxation and business law (Atax), University of South Wales. The author’s research interest is centered on ensuring the viability and credibility of financial economic and environmental taxation systems.

The purpose of this article is to determine the effects of economic incentives in ensuring an effective application of the principle of polluter pays. The author begins by providing an in-depth analysis of the evolution of the PPP as an economic principle to an international environmental and legal principle and its exceptions. She then compares the “effect of tax incentives” on the environmental regimes of the United Kingdom and Australia in order to ascertain whether it conforms to the principle of polluter pays or falls under the exceptions of principle as provided under the “OECD’s 1971 Recommendation of the Council in the implementation of the PPP.” The author argues that the use of “tax subsidies” that might involve transferring the costs of pollution prevention and control to the society, employed under the environmental regimes of the OECD countries under study is not in compliance with the principle of the polluter pays. She posits that such aid is not acceptable unless it falls under the listed exceptions.

The author’s intended audience is likely the policy makers of the comparative jurisdictions and economists.

This article is highly pertinent to my paper as it provides comprehensive analysis and an excellent critique of the polluter pays principle as an economic based environmental policy. The article also provides summary of literatures relevant to my papers.

The author at the time of writing this research was a professor of Law at the College of Law, university of Utah. Her research interest is centered on engineering and the environment, toxic torts, environmental law and business.

The purpose of this article is to determine who has the responsibility to pay for the cleanup and remediation of polluted mine sites. This article contributes to the literature on the polluter-pays principle by exploring at how the liability to clean up and remediate polluted sites cannot be effectively achieved under the torts law but under the United States Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (“CERCLA”). The author begins by evaluating and comparing the efficiency of fault based liability under the torts law and strict based liability under CERCLA in achieving the remedy of cleanup and remediation of polluted mine sites. The author posits that the strict liability rules under CERCLA are highly effective in obtaining the remedial measures of cleanups and restoration of old polluted mine sites.

The author’s intended audience is likely the United States policy makers and legal environmental scholars.

Although this article deals with reclamation and cleanup of polluted mine sites, it will provide the background context in the review of literatures on who should pay for the cost associated with prevention and control of pollution?” This article will be used to understand the effectiveness of fault and strict based liability rules in achieving and securing environmental compliance of protection and reclamation of polluted environment to its former natural productive state.


The author is an associate professor at the Faculty of Law, Jagiellonian University. His research interests are centered on environmental law, energy and competition law.

The author outlines an overview of the application of polluter pays principle under the European community treaty as a cost internalization, equity, non-subsidization and environmental principle. The author explores the incorporation and essence of the principle under the environmental policies of the European community. He then analyses its application under the environmental policies, guidelines and case laws of the European community and critiques the propriety and otherwise of the provision of state assistance and its conformity with the principle. He concludes that the efficacy of the providing state assistance as part of the measure for protection of the environment must not circumvent the essence of the principle or its legitimate exceptions.
The author’s intended audience is likely the policymakers, judges, editors of law journals and the European community.

The author’s discussion of the theoretical underpinnings of the principle of polluter-pays as an economic, equity and environmental principles are relevant to my paper particularly in understanding the different context and ideas inherent in the interpreting the principle. The author’s analysis on the provision of state aid, which is in compliance with the essence of the principle, provides useful ways in understanding instances in which the state assistance can be justified in the remediation of polluted sites as well as to safeguard the environment.


The author is a professor of law at St. Louis University, Brussels. His research interests are centered on EU Environmental law. He is also a guest professor of law at the University College London.

In this article, the author posits that there are identifiable ambiguities associated with the interpretation and application of the liability principle of polluter-pays within the context of “environmental taxes and liability rules.” To support his argument, the author examines the extent to which the principle can serve as a tool of deterrence and liability under the EU environmental tax policy and Environmental liability regime. The author also includes a discussion on case laws dealing with the allocation of liability in cases of accidental oil spills, polluted sites caused as a result of effects of release of toxic pollutants from different activities. Based on the analysis, the author concludes by observing that although the principle is vague as a result of unclear theoretical contexts surrounding its description and purview but such should not necessitate to its absolute disapproval.

The author’s intended audience is likely the EU policy makers, editors of the law journals, environmental legal scholars.

Although, the author did not seek to identify or suggest practical ways through which the law can be heightened to address the difficulties associated with applying the principle of polluter-pays, this article is useful as it examines competing ideas underlying the principle. The author’s discussion on the various ambiguities that exist in the description and application of the principle from the economic and environmental standpoint is also relevant to my paper.

The author holds a Ph.D. in economics and is a senior economist at the institute for Research on the Economics of Taxation, Washington. The author is also a research fellow with the Independent institute in Oakland, California. His research interests are centered on law and economics.

This article takes a different step from all the economic literatures on the polluter-pays principle by exploring how the principle could be applied to address cost of damage to the property rights of those who have suffered as a result of environmental pollution. The author argues that the principle has been misapplied by various economists to address only costs of control of environmental pollution and not costs of damage to the property rights of people to a resource caused as a result of the pollution. The author proposes a “property rights based polluter pays principle” as the best approach for addressing the barriers that exist in ensuring the effective implementation of the principle in environmental problems. The author supports his arguments by analyzing how the “property rights approach to the principle of polluter pays” can address the ambiguities associated with the principle, boost “economic efficiency” and control environmental pollutions.

However since the principle operates as a principle of international environmental policy, where states are major actors, the article fails to discuss how the property rights polluter pays principle will be implemented. Otherwise the article provides a summary of description of the different perspective of the principle that may help inform my analysis. Also, the author’s discussion of the effectiveness of the use of market-based regulations in making the polluter pay is relevant to my paper.


The author is a practicing lawyer and a lecturer at the Rivers State University of Science and Technology, Port-Harcourt, Nigeria. His research interest is centered on customary environmental law of indigenous people of Niger-Delta of Nigeria.

The author evaluates the attitude of Nigerian courts in deciding cases of oil spill related environmental pollution. He examines several case laws on such pollution before and after 1990. He argues that the judicial decisions of the court on oil spill related cases pre and pro -1990 were not aimed at ensuring environmental protection in Nigeria. He further provides an analysis of factors that may have led to such judicial oversight which include the reluctance in making decisions that will affect the economic affairs of the country and over reliance in the technicalities of law i.e. strict proof of causation. He proposes that irrespective of the fact that the production of oil and gas resources plays a vital role in the economic development of Nigeria, Nigerian judges in deciding oil spill related cases should gear towards the approach of environmental protection and sustainability.
The author’s intended audience are likely the Nigerian Judges and legal environmental scholars.

Although the six case laws examined by the author are not current, the article will be useful as I intend to review select Nigerian case laws on oil spill related environmental pollution to access whether the principle of polluter-pays has been applied to encourage sustainable development and achieve environmental remedies of clean up and remediation of damage done to the physical environment as a result of oil spill.


The author is a senior legal counsel at CHS Inc. The author wrote this article when he was a student at Vanderbilt University Law School. His research interests are centered on Environmental law, mergers and acquisition.

The author argues that the “polluter-pays environmental liability regime” is highly efficient in clean up and remediation of environmental harms and should be adopted by developing countries. To support his argument, the author first describes the evolution of the principle’s ratification before examining the effects of a strict or fault based liability principle of polluter-pays under the various environmental liability regimes of the countries under study. The author also provides an analysis of key sources that have informed the global recognition and adoption of the principle as an efficient liability model under the environmental policies of the countries.

The author’s intended audience is the editors of the law journal, his instructor and scholarly peers.

This article is relevant to my research for my major paper, as it will guide me to understand the ways of how liability has typically been allocated for the costs relating to clean up and remediation of oil related environmental pollution across the jurisdictions under study between the tax payers, industry and government. The overview of the sources that led to the adoption of the principle will help inform my analysis on ways through which the importance of application of the liability principle of polluter-pays can be widely recognized in the oil and gas industry in Nigeria.


The author at the time of publishing this article was a visiting scholar at Cornell Law School. He was a Ph.D. candidate in Law, Economics and Institutions at the CLEI Centre, Faculty of Law, University of Torino, Italy. His research interests are centered on international legal theory, law and development.

The author provides an in-depth analysis of the economic theory of the polluter pays principle outlining its strength and weaknesses. The author argues that the
implementation of the “economic theory of the principle” can be effective under the domestic context but cannot be efficient under the international context as it fails to adequately achieve protection of the environment and address environmental pollution. He asserts that “states will find it difficult to allocate costs of prevention and control of pollution between multiple actors.” The author went further to evaluate the efficiency of liability principle of polluter-pays with “Ronald Coase reciprocity principle” and “Calabresi-Melamed cheapest cost avoider Principle” as economic mechanisms in addressing environmental pollution. He submits that these theoretical principles cannot address future environmental risks. He proposes a “a multifaceted theoretical model which comprises of environmental law and economics as a possible solution to addressing or minimizing the problem of environmental pollution.

The author’s intended audience is likely the editors of the law journal, members of the faculty of law, University of Torino.

This article is relevant to my research paper because it provides background context in understanding the theoretical underpinnings of the polluter pays principle as an economic approach and its efficiency in addressing environmental pollution within the domestic context (Nigeria).


The author is a practicing lawyer in the legal division of the Department of Petroleum resources, Nigeria. Her research interests are centered on Nigerian environmental laws and policies that regulate the oil and gas sector.

In this article, the author examines the effect of the implementation of the principle of polluter-pays in the oil and gas industry of Nigeria. The author argues that although the principle is entrenched in most of the environmental laws and regulation governing the oil and gas sector in Nigeria, its application is marred with difficulties resulting to its ineffectiveness in minimizing and control of oil related environmental pollution. The author supports its arguments by providing an analysis of the Nigerian environmental legislations that embodies the polluter pays principle provisions and identifies the challenges in both the regulatory and institutional frameworks associated with ensuring effective implementation of the principle.

The author’s intended audience is likely the policy makers, judicial officers and executive government of Nigeria.

However, this article did not proffer any recommendations as to the practical ways in which the challenges enunciated could be addressed. The author also did not conduct and justify the use of a comparative methodology although she referred to it as one of the methodology to be used in the article. Otherwise, the article provides useful insights to my discussion on the challenges impairing the efficient application of the principle in Nigerian environmental regulations.

The author is an Associate Research Fellow at the institute for Oil, Gas, Energy, Environment and Sustainable development, Afe Babalola University, Nigeria. His research interests are centered on Natural resources, Energy and Environmental Law.

The purpose of the article is to analyze whether the efficient application of the principle of polluter pays could curb “the problem of environmental degradation resulting from oil spill.” The author begins by examining different approaches of the implementation of the principle within the international context consisting of the “Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development ("OECD Countries"), United Nations, European Community” and the Nigerian legal regimes and case laws. Based on his analysis, the author posits that the principle is ineffectively enforced in Nigeria. The author went further to identify the barriers that impedes the efficient implementation of the polluter pays principle in averting the regular occurrence of oil spills and allocating liability for oil spill cleanups in Nigeria. He then goes on to proffer recommendation on measures that should be put in place under the laws and agencies regulating oil spill related environmental pollution in order to improve the effect of the principle of polluter-pays in deterring and minimizing the menace of oil spill pollution prevalent in Niger Delta region of Nigeria. He also provides an in-depth analysis on what the legal significance would be if such recommendations or course of action should be implemented.

The author’s intended audience is likely the government of Nigeria, policymakers and stakeholders in the oil and gas industry.

This article will be useful for my research paper because it provides valuable information as to the relevance of applying the polluter pays principle and barriers hindering its effective implementation to oil spills incident in Nigeria.


The author is an associate professor at the Lagos State University. He teaches private and property law and is also a coordinator of Environmental Law and Allied Disciplines of the Centre for Environment and Science Education.

This article looks at the environmental and social consequences of oil pollution arising from the exploration and development of oil and gas resources in Nigeria particularly the Niger Delta region. The author notes the urgent need of environmental remediation due to the prevalence of oil spill pollution in the oil and gas industry as well as to complement the sole pursuit of continued economic development in Nigeria. He went further to identify the gaps and barriers that exist in the enforcement mechanisms of current environmental regulatory and Institutional frameworks to remediate and restore polluted environment. The author concludes by proffering recommendations on effective regulatory measures that will ensure and secure enforcement and compliance of
environmental laws aimed at remediation and restoration of polluted environment to its natural productive state.

The author’s intended audience is likely the policy makers, editors of the law journal and members of the faculty of law.

This article is relevant to my paper, as it will be used to understand the inherent weaknesses in the enforcement and compliance of environmental laws regulating the oil and gas industry in Nigeria.


The author wrote this article while in graduate school. The article is a section of her LLM thesis and as such the author did not have authority on the issue at the time of writing.

The article is a critique of the policy of the Alberta Energy Appeal Board (EAB)’s policy of holding the last licensee of an oil well or a contaminated site liable for the cost of conservation and reclamation irrespective of the activities of prior licensees. The author attempts to develop a theory of environmental liability by reviewing existing literature that focuses on the general liability regime for clean up of environmental damage. The author holds the view that the EAB ‘s general policy on holding the last licensee liable for past environmental damage, does not appear to accord with the general approach favored by the reviewed literatures on the environmental liability principles of polluter pays and beneficiary pays.

The author’s intended audience is likely her thesis supervisor, editors of the law journal and scholarly peers.

The article provides useful insights on the underlying theoretical rationale that should be considered in interpreting the meaning of the “polluter pays” principle. The author’s review of literature on the general liability regime for clean up of environmental damage was comprehensive and will be useful in the various sections of my paper particularly the literature review section.


The author is a legal practitioner in Nigeria. He has published so many articles on inadequacy of the current legal and statutory framework for environmental protection in Nigeria.

The author examines the legal and regulatory framework that ensures protection and development of the environment in Nigeria. The author argues that although “the Nigerian government and legislature is “environmental conscious in theory”, that the
current Nigerian regulatory and enforcement regime is inadequate to effectively protect the environment and curb the problem of environmental pollution. The author proposes for “repeal and harmonization of environmental laws” in order to address the problem of ineffective enforcement mechanisms. The author concludes by suggesting practical measures and ways through which the environmental enforcement regime regulating oil and gas industry such as the National Oil Spill Detection and Response Agency (Establishment) Act 2006 (“NOSDRA Act”) and National Environmental Standards and Regulations Enforcement Agency (Establishment) Act 2007 (“NESREA Act”) should sought to control and abate environmental pollution stemming from oil and gas activities in Nigeria.

The author’s intended audience is likely the Nigerian government and policy makers.

This article is relevant to my research as it will help me to understand the current gaps and barriers that exist in the legal and regulatory framework regulating oil spill related pollution in Nigeria.

SECONDARY MATERIALS: ONLINE PAPERS


The author is an associate professor and chairman of the department of law, International Islamic University, Islamabad. His research interests are centered on environmental law and policy.

The author argues that the polluter-pays principle widely known as an “economic principle of environmental policy” applied inconsonance with the strict based liability is very effective in abatement and control of environmental pollution. To buttress his argument, the author first discusses the principle’s history, development and then provides a critique of the principle in the OECD and EC’s definition and application. He also identifies the different theoretical perceptive of the application of the principle as a solution for the control and abatement of environmental pollution by environmental economists and lawyers. He concludes by providing potential ways in which the principle can be implemented effectively in different contexts of pollution and other activities that endangers the environment.

The author’s intended audience is likely the editors of the journal and other faculty members and policy makers.

The article is highly relevant to my research paper as it provides summary of economic theoretical principles and incentives that seeks to address environmental pollution and solve the problem of externalities of cost.